FRE-GES
made (and quite possibly are part of Masonic
belief) to trace the society back to early and
even Biblical times Historically 01 course
tins is absurd nor have freemasons iuv con
nection with tne masons guilds of the M ddle
Vges which were intended for masons m the
ordinary sense of the word
In ita earlv day and indeed until a decade or
so ago membership of the freemasons conferred
definite business and Boeial advantagt-s p^r
ticularlj m =rnall cornnmpities where the leading
middle class figures were generalto members
Pet-tnth this advantage h«s markedly declined
and freemason lodges nowadays tend to bt
little more than worthy charitable organisations
The publication by a nnmber of disgruntled
ex. masons of tne full details of rituals initiation
ceremonies regalia etc hoe also tended to rob
the movement of one of its greatest attractions
—its role as an amiable secret society
Freudian theory    See Psychoanalysis
Friends The Society o! or Quakers a religious
body founded in Lnglaud in the 17th cent bj
George Fox (1624-91) The essence of their
faith is that every individual who believes has
the power of direct communication with dod
who will guide him into the ways of truth Tnw
power conies from the inner light of his owl
hpirt the light of Christ Quakers meet for
worship avoiding all ritual without ordained
ministers or prepared sermons there is com
plete silence until someone is moved by the Holy
bpint to utter hu message
In the early days Quakers gave vent to
violent outbursts and disturbed church services
Fnends had the habit of preaching at anyone
who happened to be nearby their denunciation
of steeple houses and references to the
inner light their addressing everyone as
thee and thou. their refusal to go beyond
yea and nay in making an assertion and
refusing to go further in taking an oath must
have played some part in bringing about tie
savage persecutions they were forced to endure
Many emigrated to Pennsylvania, founded by
\Viluam Penn in 1682 and missionaries were
sent to many parts of the world The former
violence gave way to gentleness l?neuds not
only refused to take part in war but even
refused to resist personal violence They took
the lead in abolishing slavery worked for prison
reform and better education. As we know them
today Quakers are quiet sincere undemonstra
tive people given to a somewhat senous turn of
mind The former peculiarities of custom and
dress have been dropped and interpretation of
the Scriptures is more liberal Although
Quakers refuse to take part in warfare they are
always ready to help the victims of war by
organising relief helping refugees in distress or
sending their ambulance units into the heat of
battle
Fundamentalism, is a term covering a number of
religious movements which adhere with the
utmost rigidity to orthodox tenets for example
the Old Testament statement that the earth
was created by God m six days and six nights
would be held to be factual rather than alle
eoncal or symbolic There is a strong minonto
undercurrent of support for various Fnnda
mental religions including such sects as Jeho
vah a Witnesses the Seventh Day Adventtsts
etc Although the holding of rigid beliefs m the
literal truth of the Bible might seem to be fre
cuiently contrary to modern scientific findings
the fundamentalists at least do not have the
problems of compromise and interpretation to
lace, and among many simple minded and
poorly educated people this is no doubt a great
attraction.
J21	IDEAS   AND   BELIEFS
nines of in empirical science of psychology wen,
imderTaj In the early Fart of the 20th <xnt
the expenmcnt« ot Pavlov (&<•<> Behaviourism'
and his co worker Hi.-sebted that the bLhavwur
of on animal or t\ ui nien might ultimate! lr
reduced to a de=icriptivt. Account ot the artmtio
of rervoua refle\ loors—the ^o colled cm
ditioned reflexes \li*h the publication oi
\\ atson s important book 01 Behaviowt m in
1014 it looked as though the transfer of psycho
logical studies from the fle'd of philosophy to
that of science could now tak*1 place Actuill.,
toe a-ver simplified picture of ceiebral and
mental pictures which Behaviourism offered
was rathtr comparable to the billiard bill Me-w
of the universe so fashionable in \ietorian
science Just as Behaviourism implied that
there was a fundamental building block (the
conditioned reflex) from which all mental events
could b** constructed so \ictorian phssics
assumed that the entire universe could be
described m terms of a vast collection of atoms
pushing each other around like billiard balls
The development of nuclear physics was to
shatter the latter dream and at the same time a
challenge to the naive reflex psychology
came from the Test alt experimental school
The founders of this school v ere Mis V ert
heimer Kurt Koffka and Wolfgang Kohler
three young psychologists who in 1912 -neie
conducting experiments—notably in \ision—
which seemed to expose the inadecmacies ot the
benavioururt position The Pavlov-'Watscm
view as we have ^id implied that complex
sensory events were no more than a numerical
gum of individual nervous impulses \Vert
heimer s group proposed that certain facts of
perceptual experiences (ruled out of court as
subjective and therefore unreliable by V> at on)
implied that the lUtole ((xestalt] it as somdhini
more Ulan simply the sum of its parlt. For
example the presentation of a number of photo
graphs each slightly different m rapid series
gives rise to cinematographic motion In babic
terms the eye has received a number of discrete
still photographs and yet motion is
perceived \\hat thes asked was the sensorj
uiput corresponding to thk motion* Some
processes within the brain clearly added some
thing to the total input as defined in behaviour
ist terms An obvious alternative—m a differ
ent sense modality—is that ot the arrangement
of musical notes A cluster of notes played one
way might be called a tune plajed backwards
they ma> form another tune or may be mean
ingless "iet in all cases the constituent parts
are the same and yet their relationship to
one another Is evidently vital Once again the
whole ib something more than the simple sum. of
the parts
The implications of all this appeared to he
that the brain was equipped with the capacity to
organise sensory input hi certain well defined
ways and that far from being misleading and
scientifically unjustifiable human subjective
studies of visual experience might reveal the
very principles of organisation which the brain
employs Take a field of dots, more or le-A
randomly distributed inspection of the field
will soon reveal certain patterns or clusters
standing out—the consteUattans in the night
sky are a good illustration. There are many
other examples and Wertbeimer and his
colleagues in a famous series of experiments
made some effort to catalogue them and reduce
them to a finite number of Laws of Perceptual
Organisation which are still much quoted
today
a
Gesfcalt Psychology In the hitter half of the 19th
cent it became evident to psychologists that in
principle there was no good reason why mental
events should not be just as measurable and
manageable as physical ones Intensive
studies of learning memory perception, and so
on were therefore undertaken and the begin
The rise of the Gestalt school came as an
inevitable balance to the behaviourist view
point But despite its undoubted descriptive
merits and role m making psychology less
simple if more realistic faestalt psychology
never succeeded hi the explanatory role for
which much was hoped Part of the difficulty
perhaps was that its original theoretical slant
seems to have been seriously off key Wolfgang
Kohler who was in fact a physicist as well as
a psychologist, saw much, m common, between
the forces of perceptual organisation ia the
bram and the constraining forces experienced
in electromagnetic fields It was known that
the brain was a source of electrical energy so

